
NUMERACY
To understand the relationship between decimals, fractions and
percentages. To calculate fractions of a quantity and common percentage
discounts on sale items. To solve problems involving addition & subtraction
of related fractions.  

To interpret and compare a range of data displays gathered from our
Market Day Surveys for K-2 & 3-6.

To make connections between capacity and volume and solve problems
using area and perimeter. To connect decimal representations to the metric
system and choose appropriate units of measurement to perform
calculations.

You can help me at home by talking about the real-world applications of
these mathematical skills.

LITERACY
To use the understanding of persuasive techniques to create
advertisements in multiple forms and incorporate ethical persuasive
strategies. 

To identify how images in books and advertisements are used to
represent ideas.

To identify and use a range of language features in the correct
context to meet a desired result.

You can help me at home by discussing books we read together.

 
WE ARE LEARNING...

YEAR 6- 2022
 

TERM 3 WEEK 7 - TERM 4 WEEK 10

INQUIRY FOCUS
We have been inquiring into marketing and economics through
planning the Year Six Market Day. We have created budgets, market
research plans and designed marketing and advertisements to
promote our stalls. 

Towards the end of the term, we will be looking into Australia's
migration stories with the driving question "Why do people choose
Australia?".  We will look at different phases of Australia's migration
as well as different stories close to home. 

You can help at home by sharing your family history through stories. 

OUR SCHOOL VALUES
We are RESPONSIBLE for our learning environments.
We tidy our shared areas and make sure our rubbish
and recycling is disposed of correctly.

Help me at home by encouraging me to help out
around the house.

ROUTINES
INSPIRE CENTRE

6TTP - Thursday

6GTP - Thursday

6ASP - Thursday

6CPP - Thursday

6YSP - Friday

6SMP - Friday

HOME LEARNING - READ EVERY DAY, RECORD IT IN YOUR LOG

AMAROO SCHOOL

Building a strong foundation in literacy and numeracy and a curiosity for learning.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

6TTP - Wednesday

6GTP - Thursday

6ASP - Friday

6CPP - Tuesday

6YSP - Friday

6SMP - Monday

THE ARTS

6TTP - Wednesday

6GTP - Tuesday

6ASP - Wednesday

6CPP - Wednesday

6YSP - Wednesday

6SMP - Wednesday


